POLICE ORDER No. 118

It appears from the A. I. A's Inspection Note that maintenance of arms in the Moffusil police-stations is unsatisfactory in many districts and establishments partly due to the arms not being regularly cleaned and oiled and partly due to lack of proper supervision on the part of superior officers. As a result of this a good number of muskets have been rendered unserviceable every year from deep corrosion in barrels. To ensure a better standard of maintenance, it is ordered that all arms at Police-stations should be properly oiled and cleaned at least twice a week and the fact entered in the Station Diary.

2. All officers of and above the rank of Inspector, should make it a point to inspect the arms whenever they visit the Police-stations and comment on their maintenance in their tour diaries or personal diaries as the case may be. Any negligence on the part of the Thana Officers should be taken serious notice of.

Manual reference

(Previous police Order Reference No. 11 of 1955)